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What is a Facilities Master 
Plan (FMP)?

Typically, it is an inventory of the Fire, 
Administration and Other (FA & O) facilities located 
on a National Forest. Forests use these documents to 
help guide the Forest in needs for facilities.

It is used to document deferred maintenance, 
decommissions, and acquisition needs.  The plan is 
also used to help acquire additional funds from the 
Region and Washington offices for large projects.



Why Do We Need a FMP?
 We don’t want to spend limited funds 

unwisely

 It’s a Forest Service
Manual requirement

 Helps to acquire regional or national 
funding



National Strategic Plan
In 2014 the National Engineering Leadership Team 
(NELT) identified two of the most significant issues 
facing the FS from an Engineering perspective:

 How the Agency should deal with the loss of 
engineering expertise due to retirements along 
with shrinking budgets

 How to deal with an aging, oversized infrastructure 
with flat or declining budgets

Two, year-long study was commissioned. A national 
team was created to develop a strategic plan to guide 
the FS towards a sustainable infrastructure.



National Strategies
About 50 Strategies in five categories are 
proposed to address the infrastructure condition:

 Increase revenues – appropriations, fees, 
rents, etc.

 Capture lease cost savings and utilize for 
construction

 Increase program efficiencies
 Shift costs to programs that can pay the costs 

of the facility (single purpose, special uses, 
etc.)

 Reduce the inventory



Steps to get from
here to there…
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 Look at existing documents
 Previous FMP?

 Collaborate with Stake Holders: internal and external
 Meet with Forest specialists for input on facilities and needs
 Meet with public for input on facilities and needs

 Needs vary depending on area and concerns
 Present to County Courts
 Hold public meetings to request pub

 February 20, 2018, 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm
 Grant County Regional Airport

 February 22, 2018, 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm
 Harney County Senior Center

 Accept comments through March 23, 2018
 Can be mailed, emailed, or given at public meeting

 Inventory and assess the existing facilities
 SHPO concurrence for facilities over 50 years

 Forest to finalize FMP and sign the document
 Implement



Additional National Steps

 Update the Facility Master Plans on each unit, to 
include financial data, including a “balance sheet”

 Step up the pace of decommissioning and sale of 
surplus properties

 Continue to pursue opportunities to obtain 
additional revenues by increasing occupancy 
rates, assessments and other legislative 
authorities



Recognizing
Changing

Business Needs

The FS owns and operates over 3000 separate 
housing units approximately 5.2 million SF

…and 1,000 of these are within a 30 mile commute 
of cities with populations greater than 25,000
…and about a 30% occupancy rate



Changing Needs of the Forest
and the Public
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The needs of Forest and the public it serves has 
changed over the generations and the funding 
has too. Two notable increases in funding and 
building facilities are:

Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC): Years active: 
1933 - 1945

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) of 2009: Years Active: 2009 - 2014



The US Forest Service owns a 
‘national junkyard’ of thousands 
of unused buildings

The Forest Service oversees thousands of buildings that are unused, 
many that are falling apart, full of mold, and pose safety hazards, 
according to a new audit.

The inspector general for the US Department of Agriculture found the 
Forest Service has compiled over $5 billion worth of repairs to buildings, 
roads, dams, and trails it operates.

Officials admit they are becoming a “national junkyard” by overseeing 
thousands of decrepit buildings the government does not need. 
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“…unsafe structures can pose health 
and safety risks, such as hantavirus or 
other concerns, to (Forest Service) 
employees and the public,” the 
inspector general said. The Forest 
Service manages almost 40,000 
administrative, recreation, and research 
buildings. By comparison, there are 
14,146 McDonald’s restaurants in the US 
and 13,172 Starbucks locations.

The Forest Service has identified 3,374 buildings it wants to decommission, which need $195 
million worth of repairs.  In all, the Forest Service’s buildings need $1.195 billion in 
maintenance.



Malheur National Forest 
Existing Condition

 FA & O (Fire, Administration, and Other)
 133 owned buildings
 2 leased buildings
 Current replacement value (CRV) is $36.8 million
 Maintenance funds needed is 3% of CRV = $1.1 million

 Recreation
 45 Developed Recreation Sites

• 94 Associated Buildings - mostly toilets 
 31 Total Developed Campgrounds  

• 21 Fee Campgrounds
 5 Recreation Rentals 
 4 Snow Parks 
 5 miscellaneous recreation sites (3 trailheads an interpretive site 

and an overlook)
 Current Replacement Value (CRV): $3,436,195
 Maintenance funds needed is 3% of CRV = $103,086
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Existing Condition, cont.
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 FA & O
 Forest receives $411,000 a year, after overhead $165,000 goes for 

maintenance on the ground or 15% of the need
 Does not include $3.8* million in deferred maintenance (DM) 

backlog

 Recreation
 Forest receives $348,000 (appropriated and collected fees) a year, 

after overhead $21,500 is available for maintenance or 18% of the 
need

 Does not include $325,148* in DM backlog
• DM not current in the system

 56 out of 94 buildings have $0 in DM

*Several of the DM amounts in Forest’s database (I-web) appear to be very low 
and not representative of actual DM, i.e. the condition is worse than reported. As 
surveys are completed (every five years) DM is being updated in the system.



The National Maintenance 
“Gap”
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Malheur Yearly
Maintenance Gap
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Recreations sites

Subsidize other Sites
 Recreation sites

 Revenue Generated: $111,865
 Maintenance Costs: $117,470

 Big Creek, Delintment, Idlewild, Magone and Middle Fork 
contributed the majority to a positive return
 Total positive return: $29,264

 16 fee campgrounds had negative returns
 Total negative return: $21,031

 Cost of 18 non-fee campgrounds
 Total costs: $36,853
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Examples of 
Contractor Findings 

and Recommendations
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Issues raised

Issues raised by the contractor range from the simple to complex
 The Forest has more recreation sites than they can operate and 

maintain with the funds they receive 
 The lack of adequate maintenance funding will continue to cause the 

deferred maintenance backlog to increase to a point where the 
condition of all the buildings will suffer

 There is no money to eliminate or reduce the recreation facility 
deferred maintenance of over $325,148 $600,000

 The gap in maintenance funds available and needed continues to 
expand into the future

 Fully Decommissioning or increasing fees on selective sites is far from 
a complete solution



Bear Valley
Work Center
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 Site has been abandoned for 15 years
 Attempts to find groups to take over the site have 

failed
 Decommission site with salvaged based contract
 Pursue joint facility with State at Seneca
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Bear Valley
Work Center
Recommendations



 A showcase project demonstrating what can be 
accomplished by working with other agencies and 
use of grants
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Allison Guard
Station
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Allison Guard
Station

Recommendations
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 Premier, intact historic ranger district
 Complete business plan to determine viability of 

converting the three houses into recreation rentals
 Address concern of mixed admin/rec rental use
 Complete an engineering report to determine 

feasibility of converting sewage lagoon into a 
septic/drain field system



Raddue Guard
Station
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Raddue Guard
Station
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 2 buildings joined together in 1980 – lost historic significance
 Garage moved from another location
 Buildings in disrepair
 Lead paint, rat infestation and structural issues
 Recommended for disposal in 2010 FMP
 Concurrence from SHPO on not eligible determination to the 

National Register. 
 Proceed with removal from site



Crane Prairie
Work Center
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 Lease modular bunkhouses for placement at 
this site in lieu of large investments needed 
to bring buildings up to code

 Pursue a joint facility with other agencies, 
possibly at Seneca – use of modular 
buildings

 Consult with SHPO to decommission the 
women’s bunkhouse and barn



 13 Lookouts of various types
 Most are in need repairs: primarily steps, railings, 

cross bracing and guy wire tightening
 All need structural and lightning protection 

inspections
 6 are recommended for potential 

decommissioning
 1 is recommended for potential relocation as 

interpretive site
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Lookouts



 Constructed 1927
 Consider relocation to an interpretive site
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Calamity
Butte



 Constructed 1929
 House was PIT project to rehabilitate
 Vandalism, broken windows, roof 

damage, and water damage
 Approximately $100,000 to bring 

buildings to habitable condition and to 
ensure historic aesthetics is maintained
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West Myrtle



 Constructed 1936, unsafe and condemned 
due to structural deficiencies

 Tower has been boarded up, however
vandalism is still occurring.
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Frazier



Recreation
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Overview
 Occupancy at the developed recreation sites ranges 

from almost 80% during the busy summer months 
and hunting season in the fall to zero occupancy 
during the remainder of the year

 The Forest has more recreation sites than they can 
operate and maintain with the funds they receive  

 Damage to sites add to the higher costs to operate 
and maintain

 Sites in remote locations
 Recreation Rentals and 5 campground fee sites 

subsidize other recreation sites – leaving no funds for 
deferred maintenance



MAINTENANCE of DAMAGE
 Damage can be environmental or 

human caused
 Significant damage from rodent 

infestations on Romtec brand toilet 
buildings. Which is destroying the wood 
siding panels, roof soffits and in some 
cases, the fiberglass structure

 Vandalism (include but not limited to)
 Bullet holes
 Graffiti 
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Recreation Efficiencies

 Forest staff is effectively working across district 
boundaries – to try and create an efficient, well 
managed programs

 Staff has demonstrated extra effort to match 
declining budgets to needs 

 Working with local groups to maintain snow parks
 Use of camp hosts to help maintain 3 high use 

sites (Magone, Delintment, Yellowjacket)
 Always looking for other ways



Summary
 The facilities portfolio is not sustainable at current and 

anticipated funding levels.
 Budgets are anticipated to go down or at best remain flat
 With only 15-18% of funds received of the need is available for 

maintenance
 The lack of adequate maintenance funding will continue to 

cause the deferred maintenance backlog to increase to a 
point where the condition of all the buildings will suffer

 The Forest has 2 premier historic sites that must be 
maintained (John Day Compound and Allison GS) – funds 
will be needed to preserve these sites

 Need to determine whether to try and keep all the facilities 
at a lesser standard or keep fewer facilities at a higher 
standard

 May need to take a more aggressive approach to managing 
assets

 Look for creative ways to ease the maintenance burden
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Options?
 Decommission sites

 Identify facilities that can be decommissioned and returned to a 
natural state to eliminate maintenance as completely as possible

 Sale buildings. Buildings will be removed from area by purchaser, 
cannot remain on the Forest

 Let some facilities “melt” in place

 Retain for alternate use
 Turn some sites into recreation rentals
 Reusing some of the newer CXT toilet buildings at other locations 

where needed (if not cost prohibitive)
 Retain and convert to dispersed
 Interpretive sites: Sites with historic significance, may be moved 

after SHPO consultation

 Adopt a site program
 Establish agreements with local groups to help care for sites

 Concessionaires to manage fee sites
 Increase or add fees at recreation sites
 Others?



The more we do, 
the sooner, the better.



Questions?
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